We present an approach to recover kinetics from a simplified protein folding model at different temperatures using the combined power of replica exchange (RE), a kinetic network, and effective stochastic dynamics. While RE simulations generate a large set of discrete states with the correct thermodynamics, kinetic information is lost due to the random exchange of temperatures. We show how we can recover the kinetics of a 2D continuous potential with an entropic barrier by using RE-generated discrete states as nodes of a kinetic network. By choosing the neighbors and the microscopic rates between the neighbors appropriately, the correct kinetics of the system can be recovered by running a kinetic simulation on the network. We fine-tune the parameters of the network by comparison with the effective drift velocities and diffusion coefficients of the system determined from short-time stochastic trajectories. One of the advantages of the kinetic network model is that the network can be built on a high-dimensional discretized state space, which can consist of multiple paths not consistent with a single reaction coordinate.
Introduction
Protein folding is a fundamental problem in modern molecular biophysics and is an example of a slow process occurring via rare events in a high-dimensional configurational space. 1 For this reason, it is difficult for an all-atom simulation to obtain meaningful information on the kinetics and pathways of such processes. A number of strategies for addressing this problem have been proposed over the years that involve focusing on the important slow processes while neglecting the less interesting rapid kinetics by simplification of the state space, reduction of dimensionality, or other methods. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] If the process in question has an enthalpic or entropic barrier, then most of the time is spent by the system within free-energy basins, while the crossings between basins are relatively rapid but rare. This fact was exploited by Chandler and co-workers in their transition path sampling approach, where a MC procedure is used to sample entire time-ordered paths connecting reactant and product wells in a well-defined manner. 5 While this approach is based on solid statistical mechanical theory and can yield quantitative estimates of the reaction rate, in practice, it remains challenging for large molecular systems with multiple intervening metastable free-energy basins. 22 Another approach to study rare folding events consists of combining information from a large number of short molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories steered by rare events. 6, 7, 23 In these strategies, multiple replicas are run independently on different processors with different speeds until a transitions occurs in one of the replicas, at which point all replicas are updated to reflect this transition. This coupling of the replicas approximates a single long trajectory with a greatly extended time scale.
23, 24 In a similar spirit, the "milestoning" technique makes use of many short simulations spanning predefined critical points along a given reaction path. 8 A related set of methods for obtaining kinetic information is based on the use of stochastic dynamics on a free-energy landscape. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] They rely on the premise that if one can find a good reaction pathway for the system, then microscopic allatom dynamics can be used to obtain effective diffusion and drift coefficients along that pathway, allowing the study of the kinetics of the system by low-dimensionality Langevin simulations. While various strategies have been proposed to discover good reaction coordinates in complex systems, [25] [26] [27] the fact that the details of the kinetics are projected onto few reaction coordinates can lead to a loss of kinetic information, particularly for systems with complex transition pathways.
Another strategy for improving computational efficiency consists of discretizing the state space and constructing rules for moving among those states. The resulting scheme can be represented as a graph or network, 28 and the kinetics on this graph is often assumed to have Markovian behavior. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] This approach is particularly well suited for reduced lattice models and was first introduced in that context. 16 For systems with a continuous state space, some form of discretization is required. This can be done by clustering based on chosen reduced coordinates 18, 28 or using other automated methods. 21, 29, 30 These clusters must be chosen carefully so as to satisfy the Markovian condition. 19, 20, 31, 32 Alternatively, the discretization can be based on an analysis of the minima and/or saddle points of the energy surface, 17, 33, 34 which can be used to build a tree-like representation of the potential or free-energy surface (the "disconnectivity graph") or to perform a discretized version of transition path sampling. 35 The location of all minima or saddle points, however, can be a serious challenge for high-dimensional systems, though it has been shown that this is possible for peptide systems. 34, 36 A hybrid approach has also been proposed that makes use of molecular dynamics to infer local transition regions to build disconnectivity graphs.
While discretization methods based on the clustering of microstates are very powerful, in that they can greatly increase the computational efficiency and allow for the possibility of studying multiple pathways (to the degree that the discretization allows it), they do suffer from some disadvantages. As previously noted, 11,26 a careless choice of reduced coordinate can lead to incorrect kinetics. Furthermore, although a properly constructed kinetic network model will preserve the correct populations of the chosen macrostates, the correctness of populations and potentials of mean force (PMFs) for other reduced coordinates is not guaranteed.
Generalized ensemble methods 38 such as replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) 39 have been developed, which enhance the ability to obtain accurate canonical populations in complex systems by increasing sampling efficiency. 40 However, since REMD involves temperature swaps between MD trajectories, it is not straightforward to obtain kinetic information from such simulations. 14, 20, 41 While approaches based on Markovian models of kinetics between macrostates have been used for this purpose, 32 we have chosen to make use of a kinetic network model 42 in which the nodes correspond to discrete molecular conformations from REMD simulation trajectories (rather than macrostates), and the edges are derived from an ansatz based on structural similarity. While this model was shown to yield physically plausible kinetics, 42 the scheme which was used to weight nodes arising from different simulation temperatures was such that thermodynamic parameters of the system were not exactly preserved.
Here, we present an improved version of that kinetic network model which is guaranteed to reproduce PMFs with respect to any chosen reduced coordinate while allowing the kinetic behavior to be calibrated so as to reproduce the kinetics of the target system. As before, we discretize the multidimensional configurational space of the system by running replica exchange (RE) simulations of the system and collect snapshots which become the nodes of the network. These nodes are then weighted using a scheme based on the temperature-weighted histogram analysis method (T-WHAM), 43 allowing us to obtain correct thermodynamic averages from the RE samples over all simulation temperatures. We then carry out short-time dynamics simulations to derive local drift velocities and diffusion coefficients on suitably chosen reduced coordinates. The network topology and microscopic rate parameters can be adjusted iteratively until agreement is obtained between the drift velocities and diffusion coefficients derived from simulations on the network and those derived from the local dynamics simulations. Since the network is a discretized representation of the system and does not require additional energy and force evaluations, there is a considerable gain in efficiency, allowing us to study much slower kinetic processes than would be accessible using conventional MD. Furthermore, while our local dynamic parameters are estimated on reduced coordinates, the actual kinetic simulation does not occur on those reduced coordinates but rather on the full network. Since the network topology can be constructed based on virtually all degrees of freedom, this allows for multiple pathways and complex transition states. We demonstrate our approach using a folding-like two-dimensional potential and discuss generalizations to the more complex energy landscapes of atomic-level protein simulations. We use a two-dimensional potential ( Figure 1) described previously, 44 which was constructed to mimic the anti-Arrhenius temperature dependence of the folding rates seen in proteins. This potential was designed to have an energetic barrier when going from the "folded" (x < 0) to the "unfolded" (x g 0) region and an entropic barrier in the reverse direction. The entropic barrier is achieved by imposing a hard wall constraint that limits the space accessible to the folded region. Specifically, the particle can only move in the region -1 e x e 1, 0 e y e B(x), where the boundary function B(x) is a small constant for x e 0 and an increasing function of x for x > 0 where, for this study, δ ) 2 × 10 -7 , b ) 5, and n 1 ) 4.55. Within this region, the potential energy is given by where a 1 ) 23.53 kcal/mol, a 2 ) 235.3 kcal/mol, a 3 ) 376.5 kcal/mol, a 4 ) 11.29 kcal/mol, and c 0 ) 7.059 kcal/mol. The dimensionless constants x 0 ) 0.5745, x 1 ) 0.05222, and x 2 ) 0.03830 and the energy offset c 1 ) 5.402 kcal/mol were chosen so that U(x,y) and its first derivative were continuous. With these parameters, the two-dimensional model has a folding rate with strong anti-Arrhenius temperature dependence, as well as Arrhenius behavior for the unfolding rates in the temperature range studied.
We used Metropolis MC sampling 45 to simulate the movement of a particle in the potential. Because of the large size difference of the accessible region in the y direction between the folded and unfolded regions, we adopted an asymmetric Metropolis-Hastings or "smart MC" proposal scheme. 43, 46, 47 The step size in the y direction varies with B(x), that is, a proposed move (∆x′,∆y′) is generated uniformly in the region of -∆ < ∆x′ < ∆, -B(x)∆ < ∆y′ < B(x)∆, where ∆ ) 0.01 is a constant for all temperatures. To correct for the asymmetric MC proposal 
B(x)
distribution, the Metropolis acceptance probability was multiplied by θ(|y′ -y|/B(x)∆) to satisfy detailed balance, where θ(z) equals 1 if z < 1 and 0 otherwise. Rate constants were obtained via MC simulation by calculating the mean first passage times (MFPTs) in units of MC steps between the two macrostates. A "buffer region" of -0.1 < x < 0.0437 was defined as not belonging to either the folded or unfolded macrostate to reduce artifactual rapid recrossings of the barrier. As discussed previously, 44 the folding rate has antiArrhenius behavior, that is, it decreases as the temperature increases, as shown in Figure 2 . Our goal is to reproduce this temperature dependence of the folding and unfolding rate using a kinetic network model.
The network model is composed of nodes, each representing a microstate of the system, which, in this case, is a point (x,y) in 2D space. We assume that the transition away from a given point along the x coordinate is a diffusive process locally described by a Fokker-Planck equation of the form where P(x,t) is the probability density of finding the particle at x at time t and V(x) and D(x) are, respectively, the drift velocity and diffusion constant at x. In this work, V(x) and D(x) are estimated from the rate of change of the mean x j(t) and variance σ 2 (t) of the distribution of points obtained from a series of MC trajectories of length t started from points (x,y) at constant x and where t* is sufficiently large to estimate the quantities of interest but small enough so that it still represents the point of interest x. In practice, V(x) and D(x) are computed by fitting a straight line to x j(t) and σ 2 (t) as a function of t. The interval that we used for fitting is five MC steps. It is large enough to include num5 data points and still small enough so that the fit of the parameters is linear to a good approximation. Our goal is to build up a network with kinetics that mimics the local drift velocity and diffusion constant of the MC simulation of the system on the continuous potential.
2.2. Construction of the Kinetic Network Model. 2.2.1. Discretization of the State Space. The nodes of the kinetic network are a discretized approximation of the original state space of the system. We ran a replica exchange Monte Carlo (REMC) simulation on the two-dimensional potential with S ) 8 replicas at temperatures ranging from 296 to 789 K for 10 9 MC steps. Every 1000 MC steps, transitions between two adjacent temperatures were attempted. Immediately before attempting temperature exchanges, the configuration of each replica was stored, obtaining N ) 50000 configurations at each temperature and N × S ) 400000 configurations at all temperatures. This ensemble of conformations constitutes the discretized state space of the system, which, as described below, approximates well the equilibrium thermodynamics of the system for any temperature within the simulated temperature range or not too far above or below the range.
Traditionally, equilibrium thermodynamic properties of the system at temperature T 0 are obtained by performing canonical sampling at T 0 for a long enough time to obtain convergence. We and others have shown 39, 43 that improved convergence can be achieved by employing T-WHAM on RE trajectories over a range of temperatures (which need not include T 0 ). This yields canonical ensemble averages with greater efficiency than traditional sampling methods because it combines data from high-temperature replicas, which sample high-energy and highentropy regions, and data from low-temperature replicas, which preferentially sample low-energy, low-entropy regions. The T-WHAM approach is based on a reweighting scheme designed to minimize statistical error. 43 The T-WHAM canonical average 〈A(T 0 )〉 of a quantity A at temperature T 0 is where the summation runs over the N RE conformations from all temperatures, A i is the value of A for conformation i, and the weight factor w i (T 0 ) is given by 48, 49 where N k is the number of samples at each of the S different replica exchange temperatures T k and k b is the Boltzmann constant. The natural logarithms of the constants f k in eq 7 correspond to the relative Helmholtz free energy of each replica k such that f k /f k′ ) Q k′ /Q k , where Q k is the canonical partition function of the system at temperature T k . In T-WHAM, the f k 's are determined by iteratively solving a system of nonlinear equations known as the WHAM equations. 43, 48 Thus, each sample i has a weight factor associated with it (eq 7) that depends only on its energy E i and the temperature of interest T 0 . To calculate the PMF of the system as a function of x at ∂P
temperature T 0 using the discretized state space, it is sufficient to employ eq 6 with A being an indicator function which is nonzero if the x-coordinate of the sample is near the designated value of x. This can be done for any temperature T 0 , which need not be one of the temperatures used in the RE simulations.
Thermodynamics of the Network Model.
To complete the specification of the kinetic network model, we must provide a network topology in the form of edges which connect the nodes and microscopic rates associated with each edge. The choices made for these parameters will determine the kinetics of the network; however, they will not affect the equilibrium thermodynamics of the network as long as detailed balance is satisfied (see eq 8 below) and the network topology is ergodic (i.e., any node is accessible from any other in a finite number of edge traversals). How well the equilibrium properties of the network approximate the real equilibrium thermodynamics of the system depends on the quality of the discretization of the state space using RE.
We connect two nodes with an edge if they are "close" in Euclidean space. Specifically, we join nodes corresponding to coordinates (x,y) and (x′,y′) if |x′ -x| < ∆ x and |y′ -y| < ∆ y . We have chosen the cutoff lengths ∆ x and ∆ y to be much smaller than the dimensions of the system so as to appropriately mimic the local nature of the continuous MC kinetics (see below). We then assign forward and reverse rates to each edge so that detailed balance is satisfied. For example, if nodes i and j are connected by an edge, then we choose rates k ij (T) and k ji (T) such that where w i (T) and w j (T) are the weight factors of the two nodes at temperature T, k ij (T) is the rate going from node i to node j, and k ji (T) is the reverse rate. If this detailed balance condition is satisfied, the asymptotic thermodynamics produced by the network model will be the same as that of the original system (subject to the aforementioned ergodicity criterion).
We simulate the kinetics on this network as a continuous time Markov process with discrete states using the Gillespie algorithm. 50 During the simulation, the population histogram along the x coordinate (the reaction coordinate for our two-dimensional system) is accumulated. When a node is visited, its residence time is added to the corresponding bin in the histogram, and at the end of the simulation, the histogram is used to calculate the PMF along the x coordinate.
Calibration of the Kinetic Properties of the Network Model.
Although the network design strategy described above guarantees that the correct thermodynamic properties are reproduced, the ability to reproduce the correct kinetics requires additional considerations. Information about the local dynamics of the system in some form is required to obtain a kinetically realistic network. In this section, we illustrate how this can be done for the case of a two-dimensional potential system, where we reproduce the kinetics of a MC simulation on the continuous potential with a network model.
For kinetic MC simulations, the "time" unit is the MC step. The kinetics depends on the move set, which, in our case, was the box defined by the intervals [-∆,∆] and [-10B(x)∆,10B(x)∆] for x and y, respectively, and where ∆ ) 0.01. Note that the magnitude of the allowed moves in the y direction is not constant but depends on x and varies with the size B(x) of the accessible region in the y direction. To recover the kinetics of the MC simulation on the continuous potential, we choose a network topology that mimics the MC move set, as described in the Appendix.
To assign microscopic rates to the edges that satisfy detailed balance, we could choose and where µ ij ) µ ji is a base rate to be determined for each pair of nodes i and j to obtain the best agreement with the observed MC kinetics on the continuous potential. To find the appropriate base rates µ ij to match the drift velocity and diffusion coefficients of the network simulation with that of the kinetic 
MC, we ran 10000 short trajectories (5-10 MC steps) starting at different values of x with both the kinetic MC simulations on the continuous potential and Gillespie simulations on the discretized network model to evaluate the local drift velocities and diffusion coefficients as a function of x. The results are shown in Figure 3 . For the two-dimensional test case studied here, the appropriate values of µ ij are those which allow the network simulation to most closely replicate kinetic MC. In other words, we would like a "time unit" in the Gillespie algorithm to correspond to a MC step in the kinetic MC. In the latter case, each transition between microstates corresponds to an elapsed "time" of 1 unit. Since the edges of the network which join microstates have already been chosen to mimic the kinetic MC move set, it remains only to ensure that the average time between microstate transitions in the discrete network simulation also corresponds to 1 time unit.
In the Gillespie algorithm, the average waiting time in a node is inversely proportional to the sum of the microscopic rates exiting the node. The waiting time in a given node is approximately proportional to the inverse of the number of neighbors for the node, given the fact that the neighbors are close in Euclidean space and have similar energies and similar weights. Therefore, the corresponding edges will have similar rates according to eq 9. As seen in Figure 4 , the average number of neighbors for a node increases with x due to the bigger cutoff length in the y direction used to define network edges. Thus, the average waiting time between transitions among microstates will be shorter for nodes with large x. The proportionality between MC steps and Gillespie time units can be maintained by setting µ ij ) c 0 /n ij , where c 0 is an adjustable coefficient and n ij is the average number of neighbors for the connected nodes i and j. The 1/n ij factor in the rate ensures that the waiting times in all nodes are of similar magnitude. We use the average of the number of neighbors for the two connected nodes and not the number of neighbors of the current node since the latter would violate detailed balance if the current and successor nodes have different numbers of neighbors. It should be noted that this strategy for determining µ ij amounts to making the Gillespie algorithm mimic kinetic MC on the continuous potential, and different but analogous approaches would be needed for Newtonian dynamics on a high-dimensional potential.
Results and Discussion
To confirm that the 400000 configurations generated using replica exchange MC on the two-dimensional continuous potential give the correct thermodynamic behavior, we compared the PMFs along the x coordinate at several temperatures calculated from the discretized state space and the weight factors of eq 7 with the one calculated by numerical integration of the canonical distribution function of this system. The agreement is excellent at all temperatures examined (only the highest and lowest temperatures are shown in Figure 5 for clarity). This indicates that the correctly weighted discretized state space is a good approximation to the PMF on the continuous potential at all of the temperatures studied. Excellent agreement for the PMF is also obtained from Gillespie simulations using the network model with a generic network topology and rate parameters (∆ ) 0.01 and µ ij ) 1 for all i, j), as shown in Figure 6 . This validates the implementation of the network model algorithm and indicates that the ergodicity condition is satisfied.
We ran a series of short-time trajectories using both kinetic MC on the continuous potential and Gillespie dynamics on the discretized network model and evaluated the drift velocities and diffusion coefficients along the reaction coordinate at different x positions. By varying the parameters of the network in order to match the drift and diffusion on the network with that of the kinetic MC simulation on the conditional potential, we obtained optimized rate parameters for the network model. We made use of the choice of µ ij described above and adjusted c 0 by grid search to optimize the agreement of the drift velocities in the kinetic network model and the kinetic MC. The drift velocities were chosen as the target of the optimization since it showed the stronger dependence on c 0 . We found that c 0 ) 0.85 at T 0 ) 298 K (for all x) gives good agreement, as shown in Figure  3 . Furthermore, the folding rates at different temperatures obtained from MC simulations on the continuous potential and from the discretized kinetic network simulation agree very well, as shown in Figure 7 .
The results (Figure 7) demonstrate that for the twodimensional model system for protein folding studied here, it is possible to reconstruct the folding kinetics on a continuous potential using a discrete network model of the type used by Andrec et al. 42 This network model employed an ad hoc method for assigning weights to nodes from different simulation temperatures, while the present model uses weights based on the firm statistical mechanical footing of the T-WHAM method. 43 In fact, the present formulation for the model system studied here reproduces the exact PMFs obtained from numerical integration. This result is general, in that we can expect to obtain PMFs consistent with the RE simulation and T-WHAM without the need for any special choice of reduced coordinate. This is because the f k factors which appear in eq 7 are directly related to the free energies associated with a given replica. While the WHAM equations themselves require a choice of a reduced coordinate, which one uses to construct the histograms, the resulting f k factors do not depend on that choice. Correspondingly, although our local dynamic parameters are estimated on a reduced coordinate, the actual kinetic simulation does not occur on that reduced coordinate but rather on the full network, which, by including virtually all degrees of freedom, allows for multiple pathways and transition states.
The model system studied here is sufficiently simple that we can fully confirm the validity of our approach, but it is of course much simpler than any atomic-level molecular model. There is then the question of the applicability of this methodology to such systems. Previous studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have shown that it is possible to capture the local kinetics of complex molecular systems using a limited number of degrees of freedom. Concomitantly, we have shown that discrete network models 42 can yield physically plausible pathways for protein folding. Taken together, these observations indicate that the methodology described here will likely be useful to model the kinetics of complex molecular systems.
Nonetheless, the practical implementation of this methodology will require a careful consideration of the additional complexities involved. For example, the large dimensionality of molecular systems may make it difficult to find good reduced coordinates with respect to which local kinetics can be obtained. Since we only require a well-defined measure of local kinetics, we are not limited to methods based on the Fokker-Planck equation (eq 3). For example, one could make use of conformational clustering to define local neighborhoods and then measure within-cluster and between-cluster dynamics using both local dynamics simulations and the kinetic network. The parameters of the network can then be adjusted to optimize the match. Alternatively, local dynamics can be modeled along appropriate generalized coordinates, or the calibration of the network model parameters can be done using kinetic properties that do not depend on a reaction coordinate.
A second layer of complexity that will be involved in application of this methodology to larger systems arises in the adjustment of the network in order to reproduce local dynamics. In the model described above, the choice of network topology (the number of edges and which nodes they connect) was straightforwardly dictated by the move set of the kinetic scheme MC that we were trying to reproduce. Furthermore, because this structure was independent of target temperature, we assumed that the parameter c 0 could be taken to be a constant for all nodes and all temperatures. In a molecular system, these parameters will likely need to be varied, and the determination of the optimal network parameters may require a multidimensional search over topology and rate parameters µ ij .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel kinetic network strategy for the study of slow time scale processes that extends and improves our previous approach. 42 We used RE simulation and T-WHAM to generate a large set of discrete states with correct thermodynamics. A kinetic network was constructed using the discrete states as nodes using weights that preserve these populations. The microscopic rates between each pair of nodes were calibrated to ensure local dynamics consistent with those of the full system. The dynamics on the calibrated network was then simulated to study the long time scale kinetics of the system. We have tested the validity of the methods on a twodimensional continuous potential with anti-Arrhenius kinetics. Application of the kinetic network model to more complex peptide or protein systems will reveal not only high-dimensional kinetic pathways but also will allow us to estimate quantities such as P fold 51 to acquire information about the transition states of the slow process.
Our method differs from previous approaches which decompose the configurational space into a relatively small number of metastable macrostates or project the kinetics onto a chosen reaction coordinate. 13, 14, 30, 52 Our approach does not rely on finding a good reaction coordinate. We compute local stochastic dynamical quantities on a reduced coordinate, but only as a benchmark to calibrate the parameters of a network model constructed from the full discretized state space of the system. The manner in which this calibration is performed can be tailored to the specific demands of the system being studied, and the quantities used for calibration need not be structural coordinates. After calibration, the kinetic simulations are performed on the full network representing a discretization of the high-dimensional state space. This allows for multiple reaction pathways and allows us the flexibility to analyze the dynamics using reduced coordinates of our choosing.
The network model is a Markovian model, like that of other previous approaches, [17] [18] [19] [20] 32 but instead of using artificially defined macrostates, we use a large number of microstates collected from a RE simulation of the system. This increases the chances of constructing a realistic picture of the kinetics, at the cost of a larger and more complex network. The computational cost of the Gillespie algorithm to perform a single jump between a node and one of its N neighbors scales as O(log N) in our implementation. From past experience, 42 a much larger network with ∼10 6 states and >10 9 edges is still manageable with current computational resources. Since all configurations are precalculated, there is a much lower computational burden than for a comparable all-atom simulation since (for example) potential energies and forces do not need to be evaluated. If necessary, methods for accelerating Gillespie-type simulations that have been developed in the context of chemical reactions and system biology simulations could be used to mitigate the computational burden. 53 We believe that the kinetic network method demonstrated here will be a useful addition to the arsenal of computational methods for the study of slow processes in complex molecular systems. (x,y) . B(x) is the function that defines the accessible region of the system, ∆ is the maximum MC step size, and x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , and y 2 correspond to the coordinates of the most distant points reachable from (x,y) in one MC step. The dashed-dotted line encloses the area accessible in one MC move from (x,y). The dashed line is a rectangle around (x,y) of dimensions ∆ and 10B(x)∆ along the x and y axes, respectively.
x -∆ < x′<x and |y -y′|<10B(x′)∆ x < x′<x + ∆ and |y′-y|<10B(x)∆ (11)
